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tl;dr

tl;dr
Toon Finance is just getting warmed up along with
the muffins, welcome to the next DeFi breakthrough
platform. We believe cryptocurrency should stay
decentralized as it was intended from the beginning.
With the initialization of Ethereum we explored the
paths and opportunities to create and expand upon,
so we have taken our time to carefully consider and
examine our platform's features and functionalities for
the best user experience.
We hope you are here for the journey with us as we
expand our capabilities on the blockchain and bring
you a more decentralized space where you can trade,
play, and win.

-Toon Fi
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Toon Table

Toon Team Section .I
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Tokenomics Section .III
Time Frame Section .IV
Road Map Section .V
Section VI. Coming Soon
Changes to the litepaper will be appended
and indexed with modified documents
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Section .I
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Section .II

Current State of P2E Metaverse
Toon Finance Proposal
We studied current P2E Games & concepts which exist
currently and identified a key inconsistency so we have
decided to build upon that flaw and make this diamond shine.
Introducing P2E with Player vs Player Battle Grounds.
Players will be able to join the space grounds battle lobby to
que up against other players in a decentralized que system
and game mechanics using provably fair while being SHA256
encrypted.
We also decided while not all players will want to go PVP in
the Space Battle Grounds we are introducing the Space
Explorer world where users will be able to slash their way
through a MMORPG style setting to find common, rare, and
super unique NFT’s which will advance and equip their Toon’s
for enhanced game play.
Leaderboard System will be integrated and implemented for
users who choose to participate in the PVP Space Battle
Grounds, users who achieve the top rankings will be sent NFT
Airdrops on a continuous basis which can be used in the P2E
System.
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Section .III

Toon Tokenomics
Toon Tokens, will be used as the native platform token in the
Coin & Checkers Battle ground with more PVP Games being
introduced shortly after launch including cards.
Players will be able to use their Toon Tokens to advance their
Toons and purchase key NFT’s which will advance their
Toons in the P2E Game setting ultimately providing them
faster slashing, as users purchase new NFT’s to equip their
Toons for battle.
There will be a %2 Developer Tax | %25 Tax allocated to the
P2E Prize Pool these taxes are on NFT Purchases in the P2R
System only. Users can join forces to defeat the invading
Alien Toons for a chance to win the collected Prize Tax Pool
Total Tokens 1 Billion
Presale End Burn
10%

Presale Tokens
50%
Exchange
40%
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Section .IV

FAST.
We will continue to concurrently publish updates and
modified updates appended to this litepaper so stay tooned.
We have pushed back our launch several times to ensure the
highest quality launch for the best UI. This has been a long
journey coming to this point, and will be an even longer
greater journey going forward. We hope you are in for the
Ride as we have prepared our launch for success.
We understand everyone is ready to launch now and we are
as well,
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Section .V

Roadmaps should be never ending as our journey continues.
We plan to keep our roadmap updated with the community
goals in mind.
We have set forth a proposed roadmap for our presale and
initial launch which is subject to change based on the
community vote. The roadmap for Toon Fi is as follows.

Presale Launch
Presale Dapp’s finished and ready
for presale Campaign Systems
Active.

Partnership
Announce our current
partnerships and upcoming
partnerships voting of current
roadmap & tokenomics.
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Toon Finance Airdrop
Date of Presale Launch where users
can buy NFT Mint Passes &
contribute to the Presale, first 1,000
members receive NFT Mint Pass at
no cost.
AMA & NFT
Live AMA with Community vote on
platform of choice, release of the NFT
Artwort 100 Select | Complete Airdrop
for NFT Mint Passes.

Presale End & Platform Launch
Space Battle Grounds Launched, DEX,
Bridge, All Engines Check, Prepare for
Take off.

End of Litepaper
Continue the conversation on

@ToonSwapFinance
t.me/ToonSwapFinance

